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No component defined
The database merge process can now handle cases where external resepter have been linked to
existing LIB elements in one or both databases being merged
[ RENO-7976 ]

Database backup proceeds, if otherwise possible, even if cleaning up older backup files was impossible
using procedure calls from database to shell.
[ RENO-9064 ]

Fixed a problem in CAVE samstemming where the user's selection was sometimes removed and
forgotten when there were many CAVE items.
[ RENO-9679 ]

Message stating that a resept which is "under ekspedering" will be recalled once released by the
pharmacy is now shown for resepter in "andre forskrivninger".
[ RENO-9778 ]

When the pharmacy asks (via M25.2) if a "fast" resept should be renewed, and the amount prescribed
by the renewed resept will not last for 12 months, the doctor is now sent to "forny med endring" when
he accepts that the resept should be renewed.
[ RENO-9845 ]

After answering positively to renew question after answering add question the doctor is taken to S15
to complete the renewal process.
[ RENO-9851 ]

Fix sending M5 messages after Linking prescriptions.
[ RENO-9862 ]

Allergy items from an M25.2 which is newer than the current m25.1 should now be merged.
[ RENO-9885 ]

Restructure anticoagulant section of prescription window
[ RENO-9878 ]

Anticoagulant prescriptions with journal will not be allowed to renew without change
[ RENO-9879 ]

When making a new installation of FM, the database is now created directly in schema version 1402,
which means that no schema update is needed to bring the database up-to-date
[ RENO-9887 ]

M9.12 always dictates what doctor is "lib ansvarlig" regardless if previous doctor is in the same
installation.
[ RENO-9908 ]

Controls to register M8 approval are no longer shown for patients without FNR.
[ RENO-9916 ]

When the Persist patient consent flag is not activated, every time the FM starts it will behave like no
consent exists for the patient

[ RENO-9918 ]

When all local caves are inactive and no cave comes in on an m25.2 samstemming shouldn't show now.
[ RENO-9919 ]

Fixed processing deliveries from M25.3 message for local prescription in M1 Pending or in Draft state.
[ RENO-9933 ]

For PLO installations the PLO tab in patient information view is no longer shown.
[ RENO-9923 ]

Changes to the header of the PLO reports, corrected district, sone and delsone fields.
[ RENO-9924 ]

Fixed leading comma in Lib and Vib reports
[ RENO-9925 ]

In PLO LIB printouts the columns in the CAVE section are more evenly (clearly) spaced.
[ RENO-9926 ]

Allow undo after 24 hours have passed for prescriptions in the M1Pending/M1Failed State
[ RENO-9939 ]

Fixed error when opening preparation details from M8.
[ RENO-9946 ]

Recalled prescriptions in "andre forskrivninger" should no longer show up as "ekspederbar" when
assistant or nurse opens up patient.
[ RENO-9945 ]

All changes from version 3.4.26 are included in this version
[ RENO-9949 ]

When printing the unsigned ak journal, FM will no longer produce one printout per patient requested,
only one printout for all the patients.
[ RENO-9954 ]

A new M25.1 message is placed on the queue after LIB ansvarlig links a remote prescription to a local
prescription, keeping the local one in the LIB.
[ RENO-9960 ]

Recall is now required when LIB-ansvarlig doctor answers "Yes" to question about seponering.
[ RENO-9961 ]

Incoming new resept fromM9.12 (M25.2) after RefToParent error when sending a new M25.1 are now
show in the LIB.
[ RENO-9963 ]

Fix RF lookup approval. Rf lookup is now done even if the approval is set to "No". Correct approval is
sent in the M9.5 message.
[ RENO-9964 ]

Show number of days in the dssn text when using structured dosing together with a seponeringsdato.
[ RENO-9968 ]

Terminology in the "Knytt til LIB-oppføring" screen updated.
[ RENO-9970 ]

Fixed handling of ATC code in CAVE when processing incoming M25 messages. This resulted in CAVE for
merkevare to be shown twice in the patient banner, both as the merkevare and also for the related
ATC code.
[ RENO-9972 ]

Dssn text is now set to "Doseres etter AK journal." for new AK prescriptions.
[ RENO-9974 ]

Typing fast in the simple structured dosing control in the prescription view should no longer produce an
error.
[ RENO-9975 ]

When sending a new verify message, FM will send the default value "Ukjent" when system- and
driftsleverandør are not configured.
[ RENO-9976 ]

Fixed a performance problem where it could sometimes take a very long time to open the Sign&Send
window for some patients
[ RENO-9977 ]

StreetAdr for a patient is no longer a required field in EPJ API calls (e.g. StartPasient).
[ RENO-9982 ]

When a new prescription from M25.2 is linked to an existing prescription in the LIB, and therefore
rejected in the following M25.1, the FM adds the comment "Varen er knyttet til en annen LIBoppføring” to the answer.
[ RENO-9983 ]

Added link to PDF with information about FM updates to the update notification popup opened from the
user inbox.
[ RENO-9985 ]

Running SkrivCave multiple time with exactly the same CAVE information no longer creates new CAVE
record versions.
[ RENO-9986 ]

Fixed a problem where a prescription would disappear from andre forskrivninger if the doctor chooses
to recall, but then cancels before creating an M5.
[ RENO-9989 ]

LegemiddelUtenMt/Produsent is now correctly set in M1 for free text medications.
[ RENO-9991 ]

FM will no longer show CAVE samstemming twice when the same M25.2 is received asynchronously
and as part of an M9.12
[ RENO-10011 ]

Fixed RefToParent when sending M25.1. When an M25.2 or M25.3 has been received asynchronously,
the RefToParent of the next M25.1 will now be the RefToParent of the M25.2/M25.3 message, instead
of the MsgId of that message.
[ RENO-10012 ]

Defect fixed which prevented the UserManagement web service from being used.
[ RENO-10018 ]

Fix textbox cursor placement after Antall or Mengde changes.
[ RENO-10019 ]

Fix samstemming comparison between local and remote prescriptions when the medication has
changed.
[ RENO-10032 ]

The end user help file has been updated to reflect version 3.5 of the prescription module.
[ RENO-10035 ]

